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Introduction 
Plants compete for sunlight and reposition their leaves and petioles in
response to shade. A change in the red to far-red ratio (R:FR) indicates
neighbour proximity. Plants perceive shade signals locally, ensuing in an
auxin stream from the leaf tip to the abaxial side of the petiole. This
results in differential elongation of the petiole and upward movement of
the leaf, also known as leaf hyponasty1 . Here we show that local FR-
induced hyponasty causes auxin accumulation in the abaxial petiole side
which is dependent on PIN proteins, and that this auxin gradient is
possibly promoted by an asymmetry in PIN protein abundance.

Future perspectives
• Cell layer localisation of perception and response
• Circadian influence on local FR induced hyponasty
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Low R:FR induces hyponasty and petiole elongation, and 
this response is lost in the pin347 mutant 

Local FR-induced hyponasty is caused by PIN-dependent differential auxin accumulation between the abaxial 
and adaxial side of the petiole

Figure 1: Schematic representation of modular Raspberry Pi-based imaging set-up, and the angles and
length of Arabidopsis leaves analysed.

Abaxial PIN3 abundancy increases upon IAAtip Proposed mechanism
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Figure 31,2 (A) Cross-section of petiole base, indicating cell layers and
petiole regions that were used to quantify fluorescence in B-D. (B & D)
Representative images after 5 h post treatment start (B), together with
quantification at timepoints 3, 5 and 7 hours (C) of auxin reported by the
R2D23 ratio in the petiole base in the C3PO (R2D2 with DR5V2) auxin
reporter. Plants were treated with mock, FRtip or lAAtip. (E & F)
Representative images of pin347 C3PO and quantification of the R2D2
ratio in C3PO and pin347 C3PO at timepoint 7 hours (F) in the petiole
base. Plants were treated with mock, FRtip or IAAtip. Dashed lines in B
and D indicate the abaxial and adaxial regions where nuclear
fluorescence was quantified.
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Figure 42 (A) Representative overview image and (B) closeup around the vasculature of pPIN3::PIN3-GFP in a longitudinal petiole cross-section treated
with IAAtip. Ad.: Adaxial endodermis, Vasc.: vasculature, Ab.: Abaxial endodermis. White arrows indicate the endodermal cells in which PIN3-GFP intensity
in the membranes was quantified for in C. (C) Ratio intensity in the abaxial/adaxial endodermis of PIN3-GFP after 2.5-4h in WL, FRtip or IAAtip.

Figure 52 Proposed molecular regulation mechanism, with FR light inhibiting phyB.
Releasing the inhibition of PIF7, resulting in auxin biosynthesis via YUCCA’s, and a
subsequent flow of auxin to the petiole base, aided by the innate and consequently
enhanced asymmetry of PIN3 protein localisation
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• Abaxial endodermal cell layer is especially 
enriched in PIN3-GFP

• Auxin transported from the leaf tip to the abaxial 
petiole side increases PIN3 abundance
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• Auxin accumulation on the abaxial petiole side 

increased in 3 hours upon local FR.
• All abaxial cell layers show a similar increase in 

auxin accumulation.
• Abaxial auxin accumulation was disturbed in 

pin347.
• Perturbed PIN function reduces auxin transport 

to the abaxial outer cell layers of the petiole.

Figure 2: Shade avoidance responses in 28-day old Col-0 and pin347 plants, imaged every minute for 24 hours using the set-up in
Fig 1. Vertical grey area indicates night period. FR treatments start at ZT=2.
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